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Photography: What is HDR and When Should I Use It In My Photos? 

HDR stands for High Dynamic Range. It is a method that aims to add more 

"dynamic range" to photographs, where dynamic range is the ratio of light to 

dark in a photograph. Instead of just taking one photo, HDR uses at least three 

photos, taken at different exposures. You can then use image editing software 

to put those three images together and highlight the best parts of each photo. 

In the case of HDR on smartphones, your phone does all the work for you—just 

snap your picture and it'll spit out one regular photo and one HDR photo. The 

result is something that should look more like what your eyes see, rather than 

what your camera sees. 

This is why, when you turn HDR mode on, your phone takes a little longer to 

take the photo. It's actually taking three pictures, rather than just one. Check 

out the image above for an example. It wasn't taken with a camera phone, but 

it's a good demonstration of what HDR can do. 

HDR is designed to help you take better-looking photos, especially in certain 

situations. Here's where you should try using HDR: 

Landscapes: Big landscape photos usually have a lot of contrast between the 

sky and land, which is difficult for your camera to deal with in just one photo. 

With HDR, you can capture the sky's detail without making the land look too 

dark, and vice versa. 

Portraits in Sunlight: We all know that lighting is one of the most important 

aspects of a good photo, but too much lighting on someone's face—like harsh 

sunlight—can cause dark shadows, bright glare, and other unflattering charac-

teristics. HDR can even that all out and make your subject look better. 

Low-Light and Backlit Scenes (see above): If your photo is looking a little too 

dark—which often happens if your scene has too much backlight—HDR can 

brighten up the foreground without washing out the well-lit portions [More] 

TOP VIDEO OF THE WEEK: Snuffy the Seal 

Titera’s Titbit: Apple Computer, Inc. 

Apple was founded by Steve Jobs, Steve Wozniak, and 

Ronald Wayne on April 1, 1976 to develop and sell per-

sonal computers. It was incorporated as Apple Comput-

er, Inc. on January 3, 1977 (without Wayne who sold 

his shares for $800), and was renamed as Apple Inc. on 

January 9, 2007 to reflect its shifted focus towards con-

sumer electronics. [More] 
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